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Abstract 
Billiards is a interesting game, which has been played for hundreds of years in some form. In tradition, the billiards 
game uses manual scoring that could neither record automatically as balls are hit into pocket nor provide backend 
analysis. Therefore, Our research use RFID component combined with Internet and Webcam by UML object-based 
analysis technologies, implemented a Billiards track and score recording system that has the characteristics of instant 
recording in the game ,and it can understand about the contestant begin the game ,or analysis athlete training by 
coach after the game. 
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1.Introduction 
Billiards is one kind of interesting athletics, which could train our thinking for the reason that the player 
has to consider the next positions in advance after breaking shot, called “Position Play”. Billiards has been 
popular for hundreds of years in some form. At first, people used wood sticks to hit the balls into holes 
outside, which was called “rolling balls” before. This game in turn was moved to inside tables for play. 
Afterward, people opened some holes on the table, which turned into “pool tables” nowadays and it 
increased the interests largely of this game on table inside. As can be seen from the history, billiards 
sprung up in England and France in the early 14th century, when it was only popular among those 
European palaces, thus being called “Palace Balls”. Even Louis XIV was asked to play billiards by his 
doctor. According to the historical records, from Louis XVI to James I in England were both enthusiastic 
players. 
There are many types of billiards, such as Pool in America, Snooker in England, and Carom in France 
and Spain. And Pool in America could further be divided into Fourteen-One, Three-Cushion, 8-ball, and 
9-ball, etc. This study adopts the rules of 9-ball. Balls are numbered from 1 to 9 firstly, and the white ball is 
taken as the cue ball. The player who can get 9-ball in wins the game. The breaking shot starts from 1-ball 
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and players hit the balls orderly. But it was not necessary to hit the balls into holes in order; the player who 
gets 9-ball in wins the game.  
In the past, the calculation of scores was recorded by human and was wrote down on the blackboard or 
registered in the calculator on the pool table, which resulted in low efficiency. Besides, it could neither 
present the live game nor proceed post-analysis. As a result, the score-calculating computer system 
appeared. It could not only present the live game but also record the performance of each player for 
post-analysis. However, people still needed to key in the scores to the computer system so as to register the 
data of a contest. To conquer this inconvenience, there were many studies investigating auto-identification 
about the movement of a ball into a hole. It could be made by marking the balls and holes and by using 
computers to make auto-identification. For example, contact sensors and computer image identification [8]. 
Although these methods could increase the efficiency, it is necessary to change the pool table design for 
the former and also be equipped with fast image deriving and mathematic operation for the latter. 
Therefore, [6] adopted RFID as the key technology for balls’ identification. By taking different readers on 
behalf of different holes, it would record immediately to the backend database when the ball entered the 
hole and it would convey the information to the internet for analysis and prediction. Nevertheless, the 
application of storing the messages to database by RFID is still not enough for post-learning. It could not 
collect all the information of billiards, like the usual practices of each player and the way of their position 
plays. As a result, by combining the functions of image derived, the motion that a ball was hit into a hole 
was recorded and the frames were segmented. After each billiards game, some special techniques and 
routes of the ball were provided to the coach and the player so that it would be easier for them to find out 
the best route of the player and to correct the faults made in each game. This offers a shortcut for them to 
gain practical experiences and make improvements.  
This study combined RFID and Webcam together and applied them to build up a training system of 
billiards. There has been no other system to cut apart the video frames in the market so far; the training 
surroundings, the contest process, and the post-analysis after games that the traditional billiards offers lack 
of a good way to collect data in fact. In contrast, this study caught the images by RFID sensors and used 
UML analysis to store the information to backend database. With the powerful calculating capability of 
computers, the results of statistics could analyze the behavior pattern of each player so that the information 
could be provided to people with different needs - like players, coaches, fans, commentators - to mend the 
information insufficiency of each one. 
2.RFID technology 
In 1948, in order to quickly identify the enemy aircraft at airports, the British gradually developed the 
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) technology into its current form [5]. The framework of the RFID 
can be divided into three parts: electronic tags, readers, and system application software. It uses wireless 
radio waves to transmit and identify data through the antenna, radio frequency tags, readers or receivers etc. 
This system can in a short deal of time receive a great deal of data within its receiving range. For example, 
sushi restaurants [3] used the RFID to help keep the food fresh at the same time calculated the different 
prices of sushi to enhance management and operational efficiency. Road monitoring [9], transportation, 
baggage tracking, automatic storage [4], the Food and Drug Administration, American currency bills, 
anti-counterfeit concert tickets [2] etc. all used the RFID.  
The RFID has also spread to the use in entertainment such as the study of the digitalized Chinese chess 
board. [7] used the RFID as an identification tool; and the RFID was employed to print 2006 Germany 
World Cup tickets to prevent football hooligans from enter the football match; in 2006, the World Super 
Marathon also put RFID technology to use for athletic events. This study combined the function of images 
derived and further applied RFID to billiards to solve the following problems: 1. The traditional way to 
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record the scores could not be presented immediately. 2. The computer calculating system needs human to 
key in the score records so it could not save any labor cost. 3. The calculating system only records the 
player relevant information, lacking of data for further analysis. 4. The traditional calculating system could 
not broadcast the contest to the remote users by internet, or even let users consult the contest records of 
each player right away neither. 5. The traditional billiards could not propose suggestions to players for their 
corrections in a certain contest. 
3.System implementation 
3.1.Analysis of system demands 
As Fig. 1 can be seen, through embedded RFID, RFID readers were installed inside the billiards (taking 
a ping-pong ball for simulation) and the six holes of the pool table. And the webcam was set up above the 
pool table as Fig. 2 shows. When the reader sensed the ball entering the hole, it would transfer the 
messages to the server through TCP/IP; at the same time, the server controlled the recording timing of the 
webcam, derived images, cut apart images automatically, and saved them in the server-end. Consequently, 
the internet would convey the live video of balls-in to the user-end. Fig. 3 displayed the allocation of this 
experiment and the hardware devices designed for this research. 
   
Fig. 1. The ping-pong with embedded tag              Fig.2. The pool table and the webcam 
 
Fig.3. The allocation of this experiment 
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3.2.The model of object-oriented analysis and implement 
The UML is one kind of software modeling language [1]. There are fourteen modeling diagrams for 
UML, such as Use Case Diagram, Class Diagram, Object Diagram, etc. The software modeling language 
with diagrams could help designers further understand the system demands, the interaction among objects, 
the system activity, and the composite structure of the system. Therefore, this study adopted UML as our 
analysis tool. 
Taking Use Case Diagram for example, this system ran out 9 results for analysis – playing videos 
instantly, showing contests instantly, analyzing every route of balls, query scores records, query player 
information, query images instantly, managing scores records, updating player information, and 
maintaining & managing. The detailed functions are listed as below: 
Table I The instruction of detailed functions 
Real-time Playing Real-time display scores  
Calculate the scores by auto-calculation system instead of traditional 
manual calculation  
Real-time display images  Convey the images of contests to monitor-end through the webcam 
Query services 
Query scores records Provide the previous scores records to coaches and players  
Query players’  information Only allow coaches and players to query the players’ personal information 
Query segmented videos  Provide the previous videos of practices for reference 
Manager system 
Update score records Update and maintain the score records 
Update player information Update and maintain the player information 
Authorize  Authorize different permission to different people, like the public or the players 
Login  Login the interface from the backend system 
The system adopted software development tools and environments are illustrated as below:  
Table II System Development Tools and Environments 
Software Development Tools 
Item Tool 
Programming Tool Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 
Database Tool Microsoft SQL Server 2008 
System Analysis Software Visual Paradigm 6.0 
Document Tool Microsoft Office 2007 
System Environments 
Server Client 
CPU：Intel Pentium D 3.00GHZ 
RAM：1G 
HD：60G 
CPU：Intel Pentium D 3.00GHZ 
RAM：1G 
HD：60G 
3.3.The recording process by system 
When the game started, the port was turned on manually and the webcam recorded the images as the 
system sensed the game starting. Firstly, the player took the cue from the cue holder and after the sensor 
identified the player entering the space, the player made the breaking-shot. Next, if the ball was out, the 
player placed the cue back to the holder and it turned to the other to play; if the ball was in, it was 
identified by RFID sensor whether it was a 9-ball. If not, the player kept shooting and the system cut apart 
the images, recorded the information, transferred to the database, and displayed on the calculation board; if 
it was, the message was saved to the database and the images were derived, thus finishing the game. Fig. 4 
is showed as below: 
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Fig. 4. The recording process by system 
4.Discussion and perspective 
4.1.Research results 
In the early billiards games, the process was recorded only by human memory. After the game is over, 
the process of reconstruction may be presented with other people＇s supports or by videos, which was 
inefficient and it was hard to broadcast immediately through internet. In addition, although the computer 
calculating system could record the complete contest process and provide images and relevant data after 
the game, the efficiency is still not good enough due to the manual key-in works. On the contrary, this 
system could present the contest immediately for audiences, other players, and commentators to let them 
get into the situation. Besides, this system possesses the function of images derived, which catches the 
motion of the balls. Under this condition, it is convenient to pre-analyze the routes of other players, plan 
how to prevent the opposite from getting scores in advance, or review the performance with the coach 
after a game. The appropriate roles are showed as below: 
Table III The instruction of appropriate roles 
Players and 
coaches 
Through the records in this system, the player 
could know himself or his opposite better, 
including the problems he needs to improve and 
the playing records or habits of his rival. 
Commentators, 
journalists, and 
Through this system, they could record the contest 
completely, accomplish the reports and columns 
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columnists fast, understand the characteristics of each player, 
and explain in details to let the audiences get 
accurate messages and information. 
Audiences This system could present the latest information to 
the audiences immediately, or even let them query 
the contest history record of the players in the 
process of a game to make the game more worthy 
to be viewed. 
4.2.Research limitations and future developments 
The billiards in this study are not formal ones. The embedded tag in the ping-pong ball is ISO 15693, 
the normal distance of which is 1.5 m at most. 
With the applications of RFID popular these years, the size of IC chips, the storage of files, the reading 
and writing techniques, the speed of transfer have been improved a lot. Besides, its costs decreased 
gradually. Both lowering the costs of building up a system and commanding the core techniques are 
necessary and significant for future investments in RFID applications. In this way, there will be more 
outstanding elites and private corporations investing R&D in RFID application and prospering the RFID 
industry. 
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